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LNA MEETS DEC. 11 IN N.Y.

ALAN STAHL TO SPEAK
Our Lithuanian Numismatic Association will

hold our annual meeting on Sunday, December 11,
at 11 am at the New York International Numismat-
ic Convention, at the Sheraton Centre Hotel in
New York City. Featured speaker will be Dr. Alan
Stahl, associate curator of Medieval coins of
the American Numismatic Society, His topic will
be, "The Grasis Coinage of the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania." This will be an excellent time to
come and meet your fellow LNA members! We are
especially grateful to the ANS for providing Dr,
Stail. It will certainly prove to be an educat-
ional experience. We will also conduct a short
LI'JA business meeting, and encourage the public
to attend. Members are asked to bring items for
trade, sale, or show. Coordinator of the event
will be Vince Alones (516) 352-7365, with Bob
Douchis serving as moderator, WE'LL SEE YOU
THEBE! !

!

By Frank Passic

We are happy to announce the existence of two
artist's conceptions for a 50 liti^, and a 100 litij
Lietuvos Bankas banknote, designed by the famous
Lithuanian sculptor, Petras Riraga (I88I-I96I)! Th-
ese were brought to our attention by Lf^A member
Charles Matuzas, who obtained photoes of the ori-
ginals, which are in an underground collection in

This confirms our suspicions that there might
have been a design competition for the beinknotes.
While sculptor Juozas Zikaras had the coin designs
"locked up," several artists designed Lithuanian
paper^money: Adoraas Galdikas, Vilius Jomanas, Ant-
anas ZmuidzinaviSius, and Adomas Varnas.

SAINT CASIMIR 400™ANNIV.
MEDAL STRUCK BY
FRANKLIN MINT

1
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The Lithuanian Catholic Religious Aid has
issued a special 44 mm. diameter medal commemor-

ating the 500th anniversary of the death of Lit-
huanian patron Saint Casimir (1458-1484). Design-

•

ed by Petras VaSkys, the medals were struck by

the Franklin Mint in bronze (5,000 quantity) and

sterling silver (200 quantity). Both types are

struck proof, and come in a protective holder.

The obverse features a bust of Saint Casim-

ir facing left. The inscription reads, "SV. KAZ-

IMIERaS FATRONUS LITUANIAE," meaning, "St. Cas-

Continued on page 2...

We have always thought of RimSa as a sculptor
and medalist. But these two banknote designs rev-
eal that he, too, was involved in the competition.
Apparently, the Lietuvos Bankas favored Galdikas'
version of the 50 & 100 litq notes. Both artists'
designs contained an image of Jonas BasauiaviSius

and Vilnius (50 litq), and the bank building (100
litq). Accordingly, we therefore surmise that Rim-

Sa sketched these designs around 1927, or early

1928.
The obverse of the 50 litq (pictured above) fe-

atures RimSa's "Lithuanian Bchool" in the center,

which shows a mother secretly teaching her child

the Lithuanian language. This represents the way
Lithuanian children were taught between the yeare
l864 and 1904, when the Russian government had

placed the strictest ban on all Lithuanian liter-
ature, On the right in an oval is the depiction of

a Lithuanism book-smuggler, entitled "KNYGNESY3"

(Book-Smuggler). During the late 19th century, Li-

thuanian language books were published in E. Iru-

ssia (mainly Tilsit/Tilil) and smuggled over into
Continued on page 2...



2. RIM§A BANKNOTE DESIGNS Continued from pagu 1
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Lithuania. Because of this, the Lithuanian National

Movement was born, which event lally led to Lithuan-

ian independence. In the far left oval is depicted

the leader of the movement. Dr. Jonas BasanaviKius

( 1851-1927 ), the first signer of the Declaration of

Restoration of Independence (I918 ).

The reverse of the 50 litH shows the capital Vi-

lnius in the center, with the book-smuggler on the

left. The right oval contains Rimsa's familiar "wise

owl" emblem.
The 100 litii design features a farming theme. In

the center of the obverse is a blank space with a

hand-written notation, "Bankas," meaning a photo of

the new Lietuvos Bankas building. In the right oval

is a farmer sowing seed. In the left oval is depict-

ed Jonas Vilei§ivS (1872-19^2), Mayor of Kaunas 1921-

1933 , and leader of the farming & peasant communit-

ies in Lithuania. The rest of the obverse contains

intricate leaf wreaths, and Lithuanian female (cen-

ter) and males (far ends), resembling "stick fig”

ures."
The reverse shows the same farmer in the left

oval, and a harvest "horn of plenty" in the right

one. A blank sun with rays appears in the center,

with a heind written notation which translates,

"Scene from a farm."
Special thanks to Val Matelis for translating

portions of these designs; and to his son Paul who

correctly identified the Mayor of Kaunas, VileiSis,

as that in the watermark! The original sketches are

in color; the copies we received were copies of co-

pies, so their quality is reduced substantially from

that of the originals.
,

CASIMIR MEDAL
Continued from page 1...

I imir. Patron Saint of Lithuania." The anniversary

j

dates "148^-1984" appear under the bust, followed by

j

the name of the designer, "F. VaSKYS." It is tradit-
ionally accepted that Saint Casimir was canonized by

Fope Leo X in the early 1500*s.

The reverse features the Cathedral of Vilnius,

the Bell Tower, and the Hill of Gediminas. The Cath-

edral was Casimir 's resting place for over 300 years

,
until the Communists removed the remains auid trein-

sferred them in 1953 to the church of Saints Peter

& Paul in the suburb of Antakalnis. The Cathedral

was converted into an art museum. On top of the Cath-

edral roof is shown the three statues which were er-

ected in the 19th century by Prof. Sulcas (Schultz)

J

St. Stanislaus (left), St. Helen with the Cross

(right), and St. Casimir (right). The Communists ha-

ve also removed these landmarks from the location.

These medals are sure to be popular, as the ann-

iversary event will be celebrated by Lithuanians thr-

oughout the world. Cost is ilO each for the bronze;

1i35 for the silver. Add postage & handling, .-.rite:

Lithuanian Catholic Religious Aid, c/o Rev. K. Pug-

evigius, 351 Highland Blvd., Brooklyn ,N . Y . 11207.

When ordering, please mention the LNA/Knight .



3 .FEATURE OF TIIE MONTH, By Frank Fassic, Albion, Michigan

50 LITU BANKNOTE OF 1928, P-24.

PENKIOS DiSi
Mejusutasturi
fO.I504«20RAMU,
kORYNOAUKSO '

B45e,l7'7

50 Litii, r-24
Date: KOVO (March) 31. 1928

Circulated: Sept. 13. 1928

Size: 145 x 8o mm.

Designer: Adomas Galdikas

Serial letters: A, B

Colors: Obv: Dark Blue. Rev.-

Green, Violet.

Watermark: Grand Duke Ged-

iminas.
Signatures: V. Jurgutis, J.

Paknys, Julius Kaupas, Z.

Starkus, P. Grajauskas.

Specimens: 5 different known

With the revelation of

the RimSa currency designs,

we thought we'd feature the

"real thing" to compare th-

em with.

The 50 litii was designed

to honor the late Jonas Bas- i

anaviXius, who had just died

in Polish-occupied Vilnius

in 1927 . The obverse features

a bust of BasanaviSius fac-

ing, right, in the left oval.

The note is framed with int-

ricate security lines. In

the center is found the sta-

ndard text, including the

formula: One Litas is Worth

0.150462 grams of pure gold.

To the right is a watermark
oval containing a bust of

Grand Duke Gediminas, the

founder of Vilnius.
The reverse features the

historic Cathedral of Viln-

ius, and the hill of Gedimi-

nas. The Cathedral was erec-

ted after Lithuania was Chri-

stianized in 1387 . on the re-

mains of a 13th century def-

ense wall. A number of nob-
les, including Vytautas the

Great, are buried here.

Since Vilnius was occu-

pied by Poland from 192-1939.
this banknote reminded the

Lithuanieins and the world of

the famous sites of the Lith-

uanian capital city. During

the Polish occupation, the

Lithuanians were persecuted,

imprisoned, and deported. All

Lithuanian church services

were abolished ,
and the Poles

embarded upon a strong Polon-

ization policy.

At time of issuance, this note had a value of U.S. S5*00* ks is

the case with other later Lithuanian banknotes, it was printed by

the firm of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., of New Malden (south of Lon-

don), England. This is one of the "easier" Lithuanian banlmotes to

obtain. Current "trends" are: VG: ^13
,
F:_^££_, VF; ^

, X.F: ^

UNC Slop Specimen: S250 .

There are several specimens which exist: 1) Overprinted with a

red PaVYZDYS 6 mm. high, serial No. A000,000. PAVYZDY3 twice on Obv.,

twice on Rev. 2) Overprinted with a red PAVYZDYS, A000,000, perfor-

ated in English "CA:jCELLSD" 6 mm. high (an unusual variety, which

reveals the origins of this note). 3) No. 2, but Obv. & Rev. uni-

face. 4) Perforated PAVYZDYS 13 mm. high on a circulation note. 5)

A printer's specimen containing the round seal of Bradbury, wilkinson

& Co. No serial No., and punched twice in the signature area. Words

"SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE" in upr«r left margin. If you know of other

specimens, let us know.



FROM THE ARCHIVES
•Airing our se-

ries on Lithuanian
orders & decorat-
ions, we've been

unable to locate
photographs of se-

veral items disc-
ussed, A'e are hap-

py to report that

the manufacturing
firm of Hugenin
if re re has supplied

us with some photos

of Lithuanian de-

cor .tions it has in

it's museum!
Pictured at ri-

ght is the dtar of

the Order of Vytau-

tas the Great. It

is made of heavy
silver, with a gold

center circle, containing an enlayed cross of white enamel

with a red Vytis center. The crown is also gold, with two

diamonds, and one ruby stone. The reverse is blank. V/hat a

beautiful piece this must be! We have never seen a clear

I

I

I

I

1

photograph of someone wearing on of these stars, before this.

Pictured at left is the early

(1927 to 1930 ) Cross of Vytis de-

coration 2nd grade (without swords)

in silver. The class would be deter-

mined by the ribbon/pin, since all

of these early decorations were made

of silver.
Note the center of the cross

has a granular relief, but no black

enamel finish, nil pre-Grder (bef-

ore 1930 ) crosses were made this

way. All Order status crosses cont-

ained a black/white enamel finish.

The cross illustrated here al-

so has a blank reverse. For review,

the cross pictured here was made be-

fore 1930, but after/during 1927,

when the 2nd grade (without swords)

designation came into being,

special thanks to Henry L. Gaidis for his investigative

letter-writing, and to the Hugenin Frere Museum for supply-

ing us with these ^storic photographs!

Ina camera
We now have purchased a camera for our U'lA. Tnis will

greatly aid in our being able to photograph coins for illu-

stration here. We would like to thank member Robert J. Tho-

mas for his recommendations on camera St accessories. Bob has

done macro-photography professionally, we spent a total of

»450. flere is the breakdown: Olympus OM-G camera, S169.95;

90 tnn. Macro lens S159.95; camera case i25; Varimagni Finder

$A8 . 90 ;
C’.b e release 15-50; Shipping (two out-of-st te fi-

r- :) '.SO. We thank everyone who contributed someth-

i; / to - us to obtain the camera! We have several pro-

* t w .rk on the coming /nonths, which will result in

re j. =toen here in The nnij^t.

LATVIAN
HUMISMATIC SOCUTY

Inserted with this issue of The

Knight is issue No. 1 of the Journal

of the Latvian Numismatic Society
(LNS), which has Just been organized

by LNA member A1 Loja. As reported
last issue, we pledge our whole-hear-
ted support to this new group, suid

have enclosed their first issue here

to help get them started.
A1 particularly needs articles, and

addresses of Latvian collectors. We

hope you will give him a hand and in-

sure the success of the LN3. Write:

A1 Loja, 2022 Ottawa Lane, Houston,

Texas 770^3,

Q. Whatever happened to; The Voice

of the Baltic Philatelist-Numismatist
bulletin published I965—1975?« Does

anyone have an address or back issues?

Especially we would be interested in

Lithuanian numismatic articles. We

would be interested in contacting
this group.

COMING
Next issue of The Knight will be

devoted to commemorating the 40th an-

niversary of the death of Lithuamian

President Antanas Smetona ( 1874-19^^)

,
who died in Cleveland, Ohio, in

January, 1944. We will be featuring

numerous numismatic items containing

the bust of the late President. Inc-

luded will be a photograph of the fu-

neral, showing the Cleveland mounted

police (horseback) escorting the cor-

spe/casket to 3t. John's Cathedral!

If you have any recollections of

President Emetona you'd like to share

with our readers, please write us so

we can include it in the issue,

• • t

Congratulations to Vince Alones

whose exhibit of the 1938 10 Litvj

commemorative coin took a 3rd place

at the ANA convention at San Diego

, in August! Vince also was awarded

another 3rd place ribbon for his ex-

hibit of the Polish-issued Campaign

Medal of Central Lithuania (occupied

Vilnius region).

Next year the ANA convention

will be held here in Michigan, and

this editor encourages Lithuanian

exhibits at that event! We also plan

on holding an U'lA meeting there.



THE MEMOIRS OF PETRAS RIMSA Continued from last issue... ^
In 19^7, the Lithuanian people commemorated pridefully the fourth centennial of the first book

in the Lithuanian language. While the celebration was aborning, I conceived the idea of a jubilee
medal

.

The medal had to portray two epochs: the old—of MaXvydas, and the new—of socialism. My task
was not an easy one. Historians-professors K. Jablonskis and A. Janulaitis, assisted me as a cons-
ultant.

In the center obverse of the medal, I showed the capticn of Mazvydas' "Katechizmas," the first
book in the Lithuanian language, the page with all the ornamentation. In the uppermost cartouche,
my idealized portrait of MaXvydas appears, while in the lower, the year of the book's issuance,
1547. Along the edges of the obverse, I inscribed in the Gothic letters of the original, the intr-
oductory words of the "Katechizmmas "Brothers and Sisters, take me and read; and having read,
meditate on it."

In the background of the obverse, I drew a couple of scenes from life (reading a book, perfor-
ming), and farther away, by the shore, a household with stylized trees and herding animals. Crosses
can still be seen and a skiff riding on the waves of the sea. I wished to portray a scene of west-
ern Lithuania on one side and the east on the other. In this manner, I showed that this book was
significcint not only for that part of Lithuania in which it was published, but in general for the
cultural life of the entire country.

On the reverse, I attempted to bring the viewer into the Soviet era. In the center, a lectern
with a scientist expounding. This is decorated with the Lithuanian TSR emblem (hammer and sickle),
below which are inscribed the words: "Let us creat culture, national in form, socialist in content."
Below the lectern we see many books bearing titles from the various sciences (law, astronomy, arc-
hitecture, medicine, technology...) and in the background, buildings of the Vilnius University (of
the earlier observatory), on both sides of which are drawn the muses. Below, in the cartouche, we
find the jubilee year of the first Lithuanian book (19^7)* I wished that the medal should indicate
the large measure of growth in cultural life of Lithuanians.

Worthy of mention also is the medal, "We

Stand For Peace" (19^9) • That is a response
to an acute theme of our day, which has be-
gun to concern not only the Soviet people,
but also ordinary people of the entire world.

In the center of the obverse, I show

Lithuanian youths, a girl cind a boy adorned

in nationalistic costumes. They hold a flag

with the inscription "Peace (Taika)." On

the top is an inscription, "We Stand For

Peace," while the bottom cartouche reads,

"Towards a Brighter Future." along the fo-

oting are cartouches containing emblems

of technology, architecture, music, pai-

nting and other spheres of art, and in

addition, a book is open with a bouquet of

flowers on it. Farther off, with a back-
ground of the sun's rays, we see a sty-
lized homestead with trees, factories
with smoking chimneys, and a high voltage
electric wires on poles.

At the top of the reverse, among br-
euiches with flowers is the Lithuanisui em-
blem [actually, Soviet emblem]. On the

bottom are found ears of corn, garlands of

branches of trees bearing fruit, and fl-

owers. [Something is noticeably missing
in this description: The center contain-
ing the map! Pictured above is the medal's reverse. Notice the "glorified" boundaries of Lithuania on

this post-WWII map. The boundaries on the east and south bulge outwards too far: almost "aiming" at

Lithuania's legal boundaries (as held according to the 1920 Lithuanian-Soviet treaty). Apparently,

the censor of this book didn't want the map mentioned. This editor snapjoed the photo of the above

pictured reverse in Kaunas—very quickly!]

In the Soviet era, all cultural heritage from the past is welcomed, if it is national and prog-

ressive. The works of important Lithuanian poets and writers began to be translated into other lan-

guages of Soviet nations: Donelaitis, Baranauskas, Maironis, Zemaite, Biliunas, J. Janosis,

Continued next issue...



6. 1928 INDEPENDENCE MEDAL
By Vince Alones 8f Henry Gaidis

Continued from last issue

The defenders of our country on their way
to the front felt hunger and bitter cold. Your
sensitive souls had sympathy and understanding
of their hardships. Love of ouncty and the im-
portance of its defense led you to organize
into chapters and committees irrespective of
class or nationality. *'ith energy you started
this noble task.

ijuickly you established kitchens at feeding
points in Kedainiai, Kaisiadorys, and Panevezys.
Here the numb soldiers were able to warm them-
selves and be fed, getting hot coffee, soup and
meals, the wounded or sick were also given aid.

You collected warm clothes and knittings, sewed
underwear and sent all this to the front, ther-
eby with your caring activity, hundreds of our
soldiers in the trenches were on guard from the

bitter winter cold.
Yours was a most difficult task. It called

for dedication and self sacrifice. You did not

mind the time of the year, nor the weather. You
went into the provinces collecting donations;
days and nights you stood on duty at the kitch-
ens and feeding points; such duties you actively
participated in the defense of the land.

Your equip{)ed and maintained kitchens and the

objects you sent to the front not only materially
aided our soldiers, but strengthened their souls
and inspired them. You showed that in defense of

the land, not only soldiers displayed their det-

ermination, but the woman also.

' UETUVOS NEPRIKLAUSOMYBES medauo

LIUDYMAS
e

Liudijama, had Respuhlikos Preziden-

tas ANTANAS SMETONA desimties

metii Lietuvos nepriklausomybes sukak-

tuvifns pgmineti apdovanoJ(^.JfkvA\\^^

Lietuvos nepriklausomyl'is 10 meiq ju-

biliejiniu medaliu (Vyr. 2in. N. 272 «/. 17S2)

Kroito Aptaugot Mii ittmU

Ctn. Siaho PklkininkaM

ygrtMutioJo. VL iimirnksi •

Kaunat. 1928 « /V». 24161

AB0V5: Independence Medal Certificate, presented
to Cecilije Lapiene. Illustration courtesy Bal-
timore Lithuanian Museum, LEFT: Independence
Medal reverse.

For this noble work our country is than-
kful to you. The military comneuid, commemora-
ting the 10th anniversary of the army's foun-
ding, and appreciating your services for the
country during the 1919-1920 years, and to
mark this occasion in awarding you with Lith-
uania's 10th Anniversary of Independence Jub-
ilee Medal. 1923 November 23, Kaunas. General
Staff Colonel 1 lechaviSius, Chief of Staff.
Lieut. General Dr. NageviSius, Chief of the
Military Sanitary Board,"



7.
COLLECTION FOR SALE
We have been asked to help in the disposal of

a nice Lithuanian coin collection. Overall, the

coins are in higher gr.;ides than usually encount-

ered. This is a mail bid sale where the minimum

or "reserve" is listed. The reserve is set above

wholesale, but below retail. This protects the

consignor, but also enables the members ot ob-

tain items below retail. Bid closing is 3 weeks

from mailing of The Knight (check postmark date

on envelope). No deposit required from members.

High bid reduced to 10% over second high bid.

For all of you who've wanted to own some real

old Lithuanian coins (Grand Duchy era!), now is

your chancel! Mail bids to: LNA, P.O. Box 612,

Columbia, Maryland, 21045.

Lot Description Min.

Sigismund I, 1506—1548 $

1 1510 1/2 gragis, G-507 VF 25

2 1516 1/2 grasis, G-507 F 20

Sigismund August 1547-1372

3 154d 1/2 graSis, G-598 VF 25
4 1547 1/2 gragis, G-598 XF It.

verdigris 30

5 15^8 1/2 gragis, G-598 AU

6 1549 1/2 gragis, G-598 F-VF weak 22

7 1555 1/2 grasis, G-598 , VF-XF 30
8 1556 1/2 gragis, G-598, F dark 22

9 1557 1/2 gragis, G-598 , VF+ 28
10 1558 1/2 gragis, G-598, XF nice 32
11 1559 1/2 gragis, G-598 , XF nice 32
12 1560 1/2 gragis, G-598, F 20
13 1563 1/2 gragis, G-6o4, F+ 20
14 1564 1/2 gragis, G-605 , F 20
15 1556 1 Denare, G-592, F-VF 25

16 1568 1 Schilling, G-678 ,
F+ (Polish

coin) 12

17 1581 3 gragis, G-753 VF denomination
on obverse. 32

Sigismund III, I587-I632
18 1593 3 gragis, G-133^ VF bold 24

19 . 1597 3 gragis, G-1339 VF 22

20. 1609 1 schilling G-I317 VF 30
21. 1615 1 schilling G-I29I F verdigris,

^lan slightly bent 10

22. 1616 1 schilling G-1293 XF. Obverse
has 40% light verdigris 20

23 . 1624 1 schilling G-I 307 F 17
24. 1625 1 gragis, G-1323 abt. fine.

Usual weak strike. I8

John Casimir, l649-l668
25 . 1661 1 schilling (copper) G-I866

Abt. Fine 5
26 . Same VF 8

27 . 1664 1 schilling G-I868 F 6

28 . 1665 1 schilling G-I87O F 6

29 . 1665 1 schilling G-I87O F 6

30 . 1666 1 schilling G-I87I F 6

Bid

Lot Description Min. i

Modern 5

31 . 1936 5 litai LNA-12 AU-UNC 18
32 . Same AU 15
33. 1936 10 litq LNa-13 AU 40
34 . Same AU 4o
35 . 1938 10 litq UnA-IL AU 50
36 . Same AU 50

37 . Complete set (no holder) LNa 1-14. Averages
to XF 150

38 . Another, also /" to XF 150
39* World War II German 5 punkte ration

coupon (no serial number), XF 35
issued for Litauen.

Wanted For Sole
FOR SaLF: P-22 1,000 Litq banknote! GruodXio

(December) 11, 1924. Specimen punched FAVYZDYS
3 times. Minor reverse damage, otherwise VF-XF.
51,000. Wei Steinberg, P.O. Box 752, Sam Anselmo,
California. 94960. (415) 453-9750 .

WANTLD: Pope John Paul II medals, etc. also
the gold Polish Pope coins which are not avail-
able in Poland. I have numismatic items for tr-
ade; i.e. medals, books, etc. Write me. Janusz
Hrybacz, ul . Sikorskiego l4l/4 ,

66-400 Gor^-ow
Wlkp., POLAND.

WANTLD: Lithuanian military orders 8f decor-
ations. St -te condition and best price. Roland
Martick, 21 Pear] St., North Weymouth, Mass.

j

02191.

t

WANTED: Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian paper
money, stocks, bonds, medals, tokens, military
and fraternal decorations, medieval coins, etc.
George M. Daru, 38 N. Walnut St., Wilkes Bnrre,
Pennsylvania. I8702 .

FUR SALE: Polish Archeological and Numisma-
tic Society MEDALS , 70 mm. diameter.

No. 0. Prince hieszko and princess Dabrowka
on obv. Denare of Hieszko on Rev. Pewter wash.

(?) S35.
No. 3A Hieszko III. Shows breakteatan of

Mieszko, Jewish minters with part of inscription
in Hebrew. Bronze. 525.

No. 5* Casimir the Great. Shows beautiful
scene of King and arched building. Rev: Kwartnik.
Pewter wash (?). 535*

Frank Passic, 510 N. Clairk St., Albion,

Michigan 49224.

vihnt/For Sale ads are FREE to LNA members!

List your items here!



S- Z I KARAS COIN MODELS
This month we'd like to feature two proposed plaster

models for the 1936 Vytautas the Great 10 Litij silver
coin, modeled by sculptor Juozas Zikaras.

The first shows the bust of Vytautas, as apjiears on
the normal circulation coin. However, the inscription is

changed. This version reads, "VYT^UTAo DIDYoIS, LIKTUVOS
KUNIGaIKGTIS," which translates "Vytautas the

Great, Grand Duke of Lithuania." Normal circulation coins
only read "VYTaUTAC DIDYGIS." On the bottom inscription.

instead of the normal "10 DESIMTo LITl^ 10," appears the
year's of Vytautas reign: "1392-V-1430, " with the "V"

of course, stainding for Vytautas, On each side appears a

3-leaf design. The circulation coin bears a curly orna-
mentation design.

The second model, pictured immediately above, cont-

ains the bottom legend "10 LITl] 10," whicli is stil] diff-

erent than the actual circulation legend. The top legend

is the same as our first model.
This concludes our series on the Zikaras coin plaster

models. It has been a thrill for us to learn of them and

to jresent them here exclusively in The Knight ! Many

thanks to the Zikaras family which graciously supj-lied

us with the photographs of these priceless works of

art. They certainly are a part of Lithuanieui numismatic

history I

LETTERS
Hi. Thought you might be interested in

what happened to me recently: While brow-
sing through the Brighton Lark [Chicago]
area (not far from the Balzekas Museum),
I found a small antique store. This store
offered for sale silver Latvian and Lith-
uanian crown-sized coins. The owner obvi-
ously didn't know what he had, since he
sold the coins (in XF-aU condition) for
55-7 each! I purchased a Lithuanian 1938
10 Litq commemorative (Sraetona) in XT for
55!!! The coin was labeled "Lietuva" and
the owner didn't even know what that
meant! Bargains are where you find them!

Ginger Rapsus, IL

1 read of my father's [Juozas Zikaras]
work in the June-July issue with much en-
thusiasm, and I'm grateful that you took
the time to send it to me. I ask you that

i

in the future you will note forget me and

I

will send me everything that you come ac-
ross regarding ray father's work. I collect
everything because of the fond meraories

that I have and the momentoes help my
children to learn more about their grand-

j

father. Let me wish you much more contin-
i ued success with your work. It will truly
remain in the pages of history for future
generations, all the best,
—son of Juozas Zikaras, Lithuania's

I
coin designer.

J

[

I was surprised to he-.r that the LNA

I
has only three members from foreign soil,

j

At one time there were several from Fin-

1 land alone. Do you have any idea why for-

i eign members have dropped from the organ-

{

ization, or is it due to the subscription
! rate? If the latter is the reason, than
j

’

I can understand why they have left. ^

! number of clubs (mainly stamps) charge

i more annual subscription to the local me-

j

mbers and less to their foreign. The rea-

I

son being that more facilities are avail-

able to the local.
! John Glynn, England
{[Director's note: We set a 520 overseas

•airmail rate due to the high postage. To

{have it sent surface rate would be lower,
'

but , it would take quite a long time to

;

arrive, and probably would be torn. Our

• rationale was quality and speed of deliv-

! ery in setting the }'rice]

.
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